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About This Game

Cosmo's Cosmic Adventure is an exciting journey across a forbidden planet full of dangers and surprises. Can he save his
parents before they're lightly seasoned and devoured?

Cosmo is a lovable extra-terrestrial with a special ability: He has hands that work like suction cups! He can cling to walls, ledges,
and all sorts of things. Using his suction hands, Cosmo is able to avoid dangers, scale cliffs and get to places other aliens can't

reach.

Features

Creature Closet: Over 20 unique and surprising creatures.

Superstar: Cosmo has many tricks, such as scaling walls with his suction hands.

Size and Simplicity: Massive but easy-to-explore levels.

Save Your Game: Game saves, built-in hints, and much, much more.

Controller Support: Partial Xbox 360 Controller support.
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Title: Cosmo's Cosmic Adventure
Genre: Action, Adventure
Developer:
3D Realms (Apogee Software)
Publisher:
3D Realms (Apogee Software)
Release Date: 1 Mar, 1992
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It's not just any random Vietnam battleground. No, it's groups of people that have been in Vietnam way too damn long to realize
what they are doing, shooting at each other with rusty\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665guns held together with bandages and
duct tape. Squads are forced to stay close together lest the loners and stragglers are descended upon like starving guard dogs
leaping upon a man made out of delicious smoked ham. Rock n' roll blared from radios attached to all vehicles will ensure that,
at least once in your life, Creedence Clearwater Revival is the last thing you hear as your body is crushed underneath the tank
treads. Every \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing reference to a Vietnam war movie IS IN HERE - AND YES, THIS MEANS YOU
TOO CAN BLARE RIDE OF THE VALKYRIES AS YOU GUN DOWN THE VIETNAMESE FROM THE COMFORT OF
YOUR HUEY HELICOPTER, MARTIN SHEEN, YOU CAN BE MARTIN SHEEN YOU \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ING
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665, IS THAT WHAT YOU WANT?. Paladin Balanced 10\/10 <3. Like others i
think there is a big need for more interaction with people and maybe things. The atmosphere is realy good and everthing looks
very immersive. But as long there is no interaction , this experience is not so good as is could be. It would be nice for example to
go to the DJ and interact wirh him to change the songs, or that you can invite someone to dance wirh you , or you can tell
someone to leave the Disco. Also important is that there are more diversity in the dance moves , because after a while , the
people look like they are in a timeloop. And maybe a little bit rework of the faces , because some of the people look really
creapy....
Also would be great to see maybe some more settings like a 70\u00b4s Diso or a 50 \u00b4s Setting. Something like your
personal Disco time machine.
Finaly i think the concept has good potential when a few things will be add in the future. Just to see for example how was the
atmosphere in a disco at the specific time..... This game is a lot of fun. Can take a little getting used to moving so you don't get
motion sick, but the puzzles are lots of fun! There isn't a way to save your progress though, so if you want to stop playing and
come back later, you have to restart the game.. Awesome idea! Love the financial support of the creator community.
The game is also quite fun and cute!
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It may seem like a steep price for what is just one part of game development; but the amount of time and effort it saves you is
invaluable. It took me 10 minutes to create a one-two punch for my character rig. 10 minutes. Like I said, invaluable.. It's a fun
little ''mind game'' but I think it would be even better if there other parts of the game was free too not just ''The mine''. Game:
Frosty Kiss
Genre: Visual Novel
Publisher/Developer: 2Chance Projects
System: Steam (PC)
Total Score: 58/100
Value Score: 5.8/10

• Story: 5/10
• Characters: 6/10
• GamePlay: 5/10
• Graphics: 7/10
• Sound: 5/10
• Music: 6/10
• Length: 2/10
• Replay Value: 6/10
• Player Value: 6/10

Pros
+Multiple Endings
+Save Feature
+CG and Ending Gallery
+OST is decent
+Free To Play

Cons
-Game has compatibility issues with Windows 7 SP1 and above, must run with Compatibility with Base Windows 7
-Game starts off with Russian language by default, makes it tedious at start and might turn people off, option to change to
English in third option at main menu
-Grammar and Spelling errors
-Unskippable scenes and ending
-Very Short

Recommended due to being short and F2P.. 

Follow our curator page "First Person Exploration and Puzzle Games" for more games like this!Basically the
same as "We Were Here" (which is free), but buggier.

The in-game radio didn't work well, so we had to use discord to communicate.

The first puzzle is artificially difficult because the game lies to you, so you need to guess the correct solution.
The second puzzle is difficult only because it's broken; half the time the water doesn't stop rising when it's
supposed to (and stays risen even after resurrecting). After several more poorly-designed puzzles, we eventually gave
up because the riddles+tables puzzle appeared to be completely broken (the items you need to pick up are in a random
order, unrelated to the order given in the book)

I love this genre, but both the puzzle-design and the programming are too poorly done to recommend this game. I'd
recommend instead checking out similar multiplayer puzzlers: We Were Here, We Were Here Too, and Last Will..
Well Folks my timne playing (if that's what you can call it) Epsilon Corps went something like this :-

*Got it to boot up without too much swearing
*wandered about a bit and found a note and a spanner
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*Got Savaged to death by an invisible Dog
*Reloaded
*Waved a Spanner at an invisible Dog, Spanner had no effect....Died
*Reloaded
*Swatted invisible Dog to death with the Note?????!!
*Climbed in an air-vent and fell through the floor
*Reloaded
*Game Freezes
*Punched Keyboard in frustration
*Reloaded
*Got out of Air-vent and got killed by crawling Zombie
*Reloaded
*Waved Spanner at Zombie.....Died
*Reloaded
*Waved note at zombie...Died
*Screamed Abuse at the screen
*Reloaded
*Picked note up off table, Ran away from zombie, Shut Zombie in the room behind me and Fell Through the Floor
*Laughed Hysterically, Chucked Keyboard out of window and booked a week in a rubber room!

In short this game is simply unplayable it has more bugs than your average Beehive!
It's a shame as it has a good premise and nice atmosphere

1\\10. First impression:

Sensational! Questerium warps the Hidden Object genre into the 21st Century - finally :-) More interactivity, more
3D, more everything. I am looking forward to a very enjoyable game.

Even gamers who prefer other genres (e.g. I'm basically an FPS player) should take a look. The pricing seems ok..
Even if it is on sale for 1 cent, don't buy it. Anyone with almost no knowledge of programming can make this game.
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